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The Gap between Perception and Achievement
Abstract: There are always some students who, in advance of their end of 
course exam and straight after doing it, express a high level of confidence 
which is not reflected in their final result. Teachers find it difficult in 
advance to persuade students like this to put the work in and help them 
find the motivation afterwards to make another attempt. This talk is based 
on surveys of students preparing for their end of course exam which aimed 
to investigate this phenomenon and identify strategies for supporting 
those students who went on to underperform in their achievement exam.

Does this ring a bell with you? Is there a gap in your context?
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My Context: Location and student profile

Adult Academic Year Programmes - ILEP
Work and study OR Study and work?
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❏ Pedagogy is extremely important to us, because a consistent approach is essential to a 
successful learning experience.

❏ All our courses are designed to encourage the social interaction that is the other essential 
element of effective language learning.

❏ We develop students’ 21st Century Skills for life, work and study: Smart thinking, Working 
together, Using digital tools, Living in the world (global citizenship). 

❏ Lessons involve the use of laptops and students own mobile devices for materials sharing, 
feedback, project presentation and publication. (BYO is best)

❏ Strong links with a range of subject areas (e.g. science, history, geography, sociology, 
business, engineering, ICT) is a key element of our English language lessons and cultural 
activities.

PROJECT BASED LEARNING THROUGH TECHNOLOGY
FL’s project based lessons aim to develop students’ communication skills in English and promote 

cultural awareness, while enhancing teamwork, leadership and the purposeful use of technology

Our Context: The FL Academic Approach

https://eltngl.com/sites/Life2eBreApp
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1H-BsTM0Mea5RHjNw8bCeUALgPscfL51w?usp=sharing
https://quizlet.com/join/f3Gghw8UB
https://www.wordreference.com/synonyms/nice
https://edmo.do/j/ffw8bw


The inspirations for our approach

Project Based Learning: students acquire a deeper knowledge through active 

exploration of real-world challenges and problems. Students learn about a 

subject by working for an extended period of time to investigate and respond 

to a complex question, challenge, or problem.

Technology Enhanced Learning: Educational technologies, e-learning, ICT use 

in classroom teaching, use of interactive learning environments, and learning 

with technology as opposed to learning by/through technology.

Content Integration (CLIL): teaching subject content through a foreign 

language with the dual aims of students learning that content and, 

simultaneous, learning the language. (adapted from David Marsh 1994)
www.flireland.com
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Examining 3 STAGES OF 21st Century Communication

STAGE  3 Foundation for Study through English | Levels B2 to C1 leading to ISE III
The third stage is designed to equip people to make a success of studying in an 
English speaking country. The aim is to equip participants to communicate 
effectively in English in order to be able to progress academically.

STAGE  2 English for Professional Communication | Levels B1 to B2 leading to ISE II
The second stage is designed for professionals who are interested in developing their spoken 
and written communication skills in an international and technology enhanced environment. 
The aim is to equip participants to communicate effectively in English in order to be able to 
progress professionally.

STAGE  1 Life Skills through English | Levels A2 to B1 leading to ISE I
The initial stage of our course is designed to help people to make a life in Dublin through English 
and deal successfully with all the situations that will arise at work, at home and socially. It aims to 
help develop communication skills that consider the cultural as well as the linguistic challenges to 
successful communication in English.



Hattie says the biggest influence on learning is;

No. 1: Self-Reported Grades (effect size = 1.44)

The studies how that students are highly attuned at estimating their own 
performance.  Which suggests that self-assessment is the way to go as “students 
appear to already have much of the information the tests supposedly provide”?

What could possibly go wrong with self-assessment?

• Understanding (What do the instructions mean and how do I do that?)
• Availability (I haven’t heard that much recently so it must not be relevant)
• Cultural (It is the teacher’s job to tell me)
• Learning Experience (As aristotle says …) 

“The more you know the more you know you don’t know.”
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https://visible-learning.org/hattie-ranking-influences-effect-sizes-learning-achievement/


The research looked at these things
1. Stage & Unit Quiz: Students like language quizzes better than skills practice

2. Progress Testing: Exam task every two weeks but a high level of absence for it

3. Pre-Exam Prep: The week before the exam review what it involves in detail 

- predict result and overall level of confidence (1 -5)

4. Post-Exam: Asked by the Director of Studies on the day

- again predict result and overall level of confidence (1 -5)

5. Exam Results: Diagnostic reports which arrived around 6 weeks later 
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Jazmín - ISE I: Reading into Writing is the killer
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Victor - ISE II: Handwriting practice needed
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Marcelo - ISE II: Writing confidence is lacking
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Douglas - ISE III: Time managing for writing
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Paula - ISE III: Beaten by the writing challenge
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Andrea - ISE III: Speaking has challenges too



The teacher view of what could be going wrong?
Chanese: Students might not plan for factors not connected to the language but 
can have a negative influence on the day; the time pressure, the fact that they 
actually need to do all the tasks by hand, the progression of tasks which tends to 
pose a cognitive load, lack of ideas in the writing tasks, which gives learners the 
false hope that on the day things will be as manageable as they are during exam 
practice.

Classroom gives a false sense of security - For example I tend to give students 
more time to finish Writing Tasks if they ask me. But during the exam they have 
less time, and there's no possible extension. They may be aware of that despite 
the fact that they have been told about the exam conditions (countless times).

Gabi: Having learners do writing tasks on Google docs, for instance, does little in 
preparing them for an exam in which they are asked to do them handwritten. 
There's much more to it. @FLireland    @lahiffp



The teacher view of what could be going wrong?
Claire:  Peer comparison is a factor, where students are compare their standard 
to their classmates, but which isn’t a true reflection of the expected level. 

Students tend to presume that their level of English is ‘good enough’ to pass the 
exam. After all, they work and live in an English speaking country. But they don't 
take the time to understand the task and do not have good time management. 

They keep thinking that success is *only* determined by proficiency. It's a 
deep-seated belief among students. They don't pay enough attention to 
instructions (e.g: number of words,  genre, topic coverage, communicative aim). 
Going over the rating scales with them is necessary too. At least until they 
understand that their level of English is not THE only factor that determines 
whether they pass or not.
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Any Questions?
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